Abstract-A technique for syntactic error correction, called pattern mapping, is developed. A pattern is used to describe how to map or change one string into another. Using a preconstructed list of patterns, for each detected error, the first pattern with successful mapping is found and a correction is made based on this pattern.
I. INTRODUCTION
ERRORS in computer programs that can be detected at compile-time are usually divided into three categories: 1) Lexical errors: those that are detected by the scanner of the compiler; 2) Syntactic errors: those that are detected by the parser (syntax recognizer) of the compiler; and 3) Semantic errors: those that are detected by the "semantic" phase of the compiler. In this paper, the problem of automatic correction of syntactic errors is discussed.
Error correction or repair refers to the process of repairing errors found during compilation of a program so that compilation may continue. The purpose is first of all to present as much information as possible about errors in the whole program, with a minimum of spurious error messages. Second, if the program can be repaired in some fashion so that execution of the program is possible, the programmer has a chance to find run-time errors also during this one "run."
In this paper a technique for syntactic error correction, called pattern mapping, is introduced. A pattern is used to describe how to map or change one string into another, where changes include deletion, insertion, replacing, and interchangManuscript received February 9, 1977 ; revised February 9, 1978 ing symbols. Using a preconstructed list of patterns, for each detected error, the first pattern with successful mapping is found and a correction is made based on this pattern. No overhead for error correction is incurred in parsing correct portions of programs. The pattern mapping technique could be grafted into almost any parsing method.
A criterion for syntactic error correction is presented, which is to make minimum distance correction with k' correct lookahead symbols, where the distance of a correction is measured with constant costs of insertion, deletion, replacement, and interchange for all symbols. That is, we require "k correct lookahead symbols" for correction to insure that no spurious error follows immediately, and choose the one that has the minimum distance among all corrections with k correct lookahead symbols. A measure on patterns is defined to reflect the costs of corrections obtained using patterns. Based on this measure, a list of patterns can be constructed for meeting the proposed criterion. The implementation of pattern mapping correction on SLR
(1) parsers is discussed. For selecting the "best" correction from a set of candidates, different costs of insertion, deletion, replacement, and interchange are assigned to different symbols, and an efficient method is used to compute the cost of a correction based on actual symbols. In order to recover from the failure of pattern mapping, a new error recovery2 technique is developed. The process of pattern mapping correction was implemented for a subset of Algol. Experimental results are summarized and discussed. Possible extensions to the error correction process are suggested. Based on test results, it seems that pattern mapping is a practical approach to error correction.
II. PATTERN MAPPING FOR ERROR CORRECTION Motivation
LaFrance [11] describes an error correction technique for parsers using Floyd production languages. His error correction process consists of three steps.
Step 1: Generate all terminal strings of length 2 or 3 which can legally follow the already parsed input.
1This "k" is independent of the LR lookahead.
2Error recovery refers to the process of recovering from syntactic errors so that parsing may continue; it does not intend to transform a syntactically incorrect program into a correct one.
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Step 2: Save each string generated which bears some resemblance to the next four input symbols in a table. Each entry in the table contains a "pattem" describing how this string matches the next four input symbols.
Step 3: For each pattern in a prespecified list of particular pattems, search the table for it. The first particular pattern found is used to change the next input string into the corresponding generated string.
The list of particular patterns used in Step 3 is constructed using intuition. Neither a formal definition of a pattem nor an algorithm for finding the pattern which can best represent the resemblance between two strings is given in [11 . In this paper, the concept of a pattern is formalized and a general error correction technique using patterns is developed.
Patterns
A pattern describes how to map or change one string into another, where changes include deletion, insertion, replacing, and interchanging symbols.
Consider the problem of mapping x = a b c d f into y= b e f a. The map may be described by the pattern 2 0 5 1 which we interpret as follows:
the "2" means:
the "O" means:
the "5" means:
the "1" means:
the first character of y is the second character of x; the second character of y does not appear in x (this is thus an insertion or replacement); the third character of y is the fifth character of x; the fourth character of y is the first character of x. The fact that 3 and 4 do not appear in the pattem means that the third and fourth characters of x are deleted or replaced in mapping x into y.
A pattern Pm,, is a sequence of n numbers P(l) P(n) such that: a) 0<P(j)<mforlIj.n; b) max{P(j),lj.n}=m; c) if i $j and P(i) t 0, then P(i) # P(j).
Where there is no confusion, Pm, n will be abbreviated to P.
A pattern Pm, n maps a string x = x1x2 .. xm into a string Y = Y Y2 ... Yn if and only if P(j) *0 implies yj = xp(j) for 1 < j n. For example, the pattern P4,3 = 2 0 4 maps x = d a e c into y = a b c, because P(l) = 2 and P(3) = 4 implyy1 = a = x2 and y3 = C = X4. Note that P maps x into y does not mean that P maps y into x. Note also that P may map x into different strings. On the other hand, there may exist more than one pattern which maps x into y. For example, the pattern P4,3 = O 0 4 also maps d a e c into a b c. For any pattern P, let P(x) denote the set of strings into which P maps the string x. The fact that P maps x into y will be denoted as y E P(x).
Pattern Mapping Correction
We first describe the pattern mapping technique as incorporated in any deterministic parser which has the correct prefix property.3 For strings z and y, let legal(z,y) indicate the fact that y can legally follow z (that is, the string zy is a prefix of a sentence in the language being parsed).
Suppose that an error is detected after a prefix z of the input has been scanmed. Let x denote the remaining input and let x[1:m] be the prefix xIx2*2* xm of x. A pattern Pm,n is said to be a pattern with successful mapping if and only if there exists a string y of length n such that legal(z,y) and y E P(x[1 :mD)
The following nondeterministic algorithm searches for a correction using a pattem P.m, n, Pm,n has one or more zero-valued elements, there may exist more than one y such that legal(z,y) and y E P(x [1: m] ).
The error correction process is invoked when a syntactic error is detected by the parser. Using a preconstructed list of patterns, the error correction process executes the above algorithm for each pattern, in order, until the first pattern with successful mapping is found. It then makes a correction based on this pattern. If there is no pattern with successful mapping, then some "default" action is taken. After the error has been corrected, control is returned to the parser. Thus, there is no overhead for parsing correct portions of programs.
An alternative to the above described procedure for error correction is to 1) derive the set FOLLOW of strings of length MAXLENG which can legally follow the already parsed input, where MAXLENG is the maximum length of patterns in the given list, and 2) find the first pattern in the given list that maps a prefix of the remaining input into a prefix of some string in FOLLOW. If the size of FOLLOW is large, it may save both storage and search time to store strings in FOLLOW in a trie structure (Muth and Tharp [18] The problem of how to compute the distance between two strings has been studied in [14] , [25] , and [26] . The distance from string x to string y is denoted d(x,y). One desired criterion for syntactic error correction could be "global minimum distance correction"; we want to transform the syntactically incorrect program into a correct one with a minimum number of insertions, deletions, and replacements of symbols.4 Several minimum distance correction algorithms for context-free languages have been developed [1] , [151, which run in time 0(n3) on an input of length n. However, they do not provide linear-time minimum distance correction for linear-time parsing methods. Wetherell [8] , [91, and [20] . Levy tions chosen for one cluster do not affect those for others. Levy's model is impractical for at least two reasons. First, the clusters of errors must be separated "far enough" so that different local corrections performed on the input do not interfere with one another, or else the correction process will abort. Second, the process5 of correcting errors in one cluster takes time O(n3), where n is the length of the context used to determine corrections in the cluster, and n is not bounded by the maximun number of errors per cluster. A practical criterion for local minimum distance correction is to set the upper bounds of the lengths of the substring to be replaced and its replacement, say m and n, respectively. But the problem is the determination of appropriate values of m and n. If the values of m and n are small, spurious errors may be induced due to insufficient contextual information. If m and n are large, the error correction process is time-consuming.
A correction is said to have k correct lookahead symbols if the substring to be replaced and its replacement have the same suffix of length k. The proposed criterion is to make (local) minimum distance correction with k correct lookahead symbols. That is, we require "k correct lookahead symbols" for correction to insure that no spurious error follows immediately, and choose the one that has the minimum distance among all corrections with k correct lookahead symbols. Given the number of correct lookahead symbols, the upper bounds of the lengths of the substring to be replaced and its replacement depend on the maximum distance allowed for a correction.
In contrast to Levy's model, the proposed criterion is based on the assumption that errors occur in clusters and that the clusters are separated by at least k correct symbols. The value of k is determined by the compiler designer. Using larger k will reduce the chance that the correction chosen for one cluster may cause spurious errors in others.
An error correction process is said to provide minimum distance correction with k correct lookahead symbols, MCL(k), if and only if the following holds. Given the parsed input z and the remaining input u, if a string y is used to replace a prefix x of u, then 1) x and y have the same suffix of length k; 2) y can legally follow z, i.e., legal(z,y); 3) d(x,y) = min {d(v,w) where v is a prefix of u, v and w have the same suffix of length k, and legal (z,w)}. The proposed criterion is less optimal than "global minimum distance correction" and Levy's model, because it does not guarantee the absence of spurious errors; still it is practical 5The operation of interchanging two adjacent symbols is not permitted.
because it requires a bounded number of lookahead symbols. An intuitive method for meeting the criterion MCL(k) is to find all corrections with k correct lookahead symbols and then select the one that has the minimum distance. This method, however, is quite inefficient. A better method using pattern mapping is discussed in Section IV.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF A LIST OF PATTERNS FOR MCL(k)
In this section a measure on patterns is defined, which is used in ranking different patterns. Then restricted forms of patterns for making corrections with k correct lookahead symbols are introduced. Finally, it is shown that a finite list of patterns can be constructed to meet the criterion MCL(k) using pattern mapping. Proofs of the theorems in this section can be found in [22] and [241 and therefore are omitted.
The cost of a pattern Pm,n, cost(Pm,n), is defined as the distance from the string M = 1 2 * m to the string Pm,n = P(l) P(2) ... P(n), where each number is considered as a sym-
The following theorem shows that the cost of a pattern bounds the distance of a correction obtained using the pattern. Thus a (local) minimum distance correction can be obtained by using the first pattern with successful mapping, provided that patterns are ranked in ascending order of their costs.
Theorem 1: COst(Pm,n) = max{d(x,y) where Pm,n maps x into y}. In other words, if a pattern Pm,n maps string x into string y, then cost(Pm, n) > d(x,y).
Pattems with k Correct Lookahead Symbols
A pattern Pm, n is called a pattern with k correct lookahead symbols, or a CL(k) pattern, if and only if P(n)=m, P(n-I)=m-1,... ,P(n-k+l)=m-k+l0, i.e., Pm,n = *m-k+l m-k+2 * *m-I m.
Lemma 2: If a CL(k) pattern maps string x into string y, then x and y have the same suffilx of length k.
Using a list of CL(k) patterns for error correction, any resultant correction does have the "k correct lookahead symbols" property. However, we have to make sure that any desired correction with "k correct lookaheads symbols" can be obtained using a CL(k) pattern. The following theorem provides the answer.
Theorem 3: Let x and y be strings with the same suffix of length k. There exists a CL(k) pattern P such that P maps x into y and cost(P)=d(x,y).
Based on Lemma 2 and Theorem 3, a complete list of CL(k) patterns is sufficient for meeting the criterion MCL(k)-minimum distance correction with k correct lookahead symbols. A practical problem, however, is to keep the list of patterns needed for correction as small as possible.
One natural idea to limit the size of the list of patterns is to allow only patterns with cost not more than some predetermined maximum cost. This in effect would mean that an error which "costs too much" to fix will be fixed in some other fashion. Unfortunately, the number of different CL(k) pattems for any specified cost is infinite because the length of a CL(k) pattern P is not bounded by k and cost(P). For example, the cost of the pattern 0 1 2 * * * m is WI for any m. Thus, we have to restrict the CL(k) pattems used for correction in some way, but we must be careful to not be so restrictive as to make "minimum distance correction" unattainable. Restricted Patterns with k Correct Lookahead Symbols A pattem Pm, n is called a restricted pattern with k correct lookahead symbols, or an RCL(k) pattern, if and only if the following holds: a) Pm,n is a CL(k) pattern, b) P(n-k)#m-k, c) No proper prefix Q of P exists with i) Q= ... r-k+l r-k+2 ... r for some r, and ii) d(1 2 * * * r, Q) < cost(P). Theorem 4: Let P be an RCL(k) pattern with cost e and let W = min(WD ,WI,WS,WC). Then the length of P is at most k*(l+e/W)+2*e/W.
Let RCL(k, e) be the set of RCL(k) patterns with cost e. Theorem 5: The size of RCL(k,e) is bounded by k and e.
The following theorem shows that any correction with k correct lookahead symbols can be obtained using an RCL(k) pattern provided one restriction holds. Then the final theorem shows how the criterion MCL(k) is met by using a finite list of patterns. 7Theorem 6 : Let x and y be strings with the same suffix of length k, but not the same suffix of length k+l. Suppose that for any prefixes u and v of x and y, respectively, u and v do not have the same suffix of length k if d(u,v) < d(x,y). Then there exists an RCL(k) pattern P such that P maps x into y and cost(P) = d(x,y).
Theorem 7: Let R be the set of RCL(k) patterns with cost not more than e and let L be a list of patterns in R ranked in ascending order of their costs. A correction obtained using the first pattern of L with successful mapping is a minimum distance correction with k correct lookahead symbols, where the distance of the correction is at most e.
Discussion
The generation of the set R of RCL(k) patterns with cost not more than e is not difficult. For any RCL(k) pattern Pm, n, both m and n are bounded by k and cost(P). Thus, only a finite set of different sequences of numbers is to be considered for generating R. The algorithm used for computing the distance between two strings depends on the values of WI, WD, WC and Ws (see Wagner [251) . If 2*Ws > WI + WD, the distance from string x to string y, d(x,y), can be computed in time 0(1 x I * I y 1) [14] . If Ws =°°( or, equivalently, the operation of interchanging two adjacent symbols is not permitted), d(x,y) can be computed in time 0(1 x I * IY I) with the option that different costs of insertion, deletion, and replacement can be assigned to different symbols [26] .
Assume WI = WD = WC = WS = 1. Fig. 1 shows the contents of RCL(l,l), RCL(1,2), RCL(2,1) and RCL (2, 2 orderings of patterns with the same cost may produce different corrections and thus affect the results of pattern mapping correction. In [22] another measure on patterns, which can be applied to order patterns with the same cost, is defined.
To construct a list of patterns for pattern mapping correction, we should determine the number of correct lookahead symbols, say k, and the maximum distance of a correction, say e. The failure of pattern mapping correction will not happen provided that errors in programs occur in clusters of at most e errors (assuming WI = WD = WC = WS = 1) and that these clusters are separated by at least k correct symbols. If k is small, the chance of finding corrections is high, however, so is the chance of induced spurious errors. If k is large, the number of spurious errors can be reduced, but the number of failures of pattern mapping correction will be increased. If e is small, pattern mapping correction will fail in places where the errors are dense. If e is large, the number of RCL(k) patterns needed is huge and the error correction process becomes time-consuming. Therefore, the determination of the values of k and e should be based on the distribution of errors in programs, the desired quality of corrections, and the desired efficiency of pattern mapping correction.
In pattern mapping correction, the time required for correcting a cluster of errors depends on the number of errors in the cluster. To correct a cluster of n errors, the first pattern with successful mapping, say P, has cost n. Since patterns are ranked in ascending order of their costs, the smaller n is, the higher ranking P has. Thus the time required for finding P is proportional to n. If n is greater than e, then no pattern with successful mapping can be found and some "recovery" action is needed to allow parsing to continue.
Given a list of patterns, some patterns are "redundant" because they will never be the first pattern with successful mapping. For example, if the pattern 2 has a higher ranking than the pattern 2 1 3, then the latter is redundant. A sufficient condition for redundant patterns follows. Given patterns P and Q with P having higher ranking than Q and IPI = r 6 I Q 1, Q is redundant if P(j) = Q(j) or PO) = 0 for 1 < j < r.
Redundant patterns can be deleted from the list without any effect on the results of error correction. There may exist other redundant patterns due to the parsing method used. For example, all patterns beginning with 1 2 * * -k are redundant for LR(k) parsing because the error correction process is invoked only when the next k input symbols cannot legally follow the already parsed input. If patterns beginning with 1 are considered redundant, the sizes of RCL(2,1) and RCL(2,2) reduce to 4 In this section, several issues on the implementation of pattern mapping correction on SLR(1) parsers are discussed, and solutions to these problems are presented. The solutions presented may also be extended to non-SLR(l) parsers. The results of implementation for a subset of Algol is shown in Section VI.
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with SLR(1) parsing [2] . The SLR (1) [22] . computing the cost of a correction obtained using the pattern, Methods 1 and 2 were implemented in our system. For both where the procedure is based on how the pattern maps one methods, the time required for correction depends on the posi-string into another.
tion of the first pattern with successful mapping. In addition, Assume the correction of x1x2x3 by y1y2y3 is obtained the efficiency of pattem mapping correction depends on the using the pattern 0 2 3. Since x2 y2 and x3`y3, the cost of number of zero-valued elements in patterns for Method 1 and this correction is the cost of replacement of xl by y1. There on the size of FOLLOW for Method 2. exist patterns which have different ways of mapping one string into another. Consider the correction of x1x2x3 by Selection of the "Best" Correction YI Y2 Y3Y4 obtained using the pattern 0 0 2 3. Since x2 =y3 For pattern mapping correction, if the first pattern with suc-and x3=y4, the changes needed include replacing xl with y1 cessful mapping contains zero-valued elements, then two or and inserting Y2 or inserting y1 and replacing xl with Y2 more corrections (with the same distance) may be obtained Thus, the cost of this correction is the minimum of 1) the sum using the pattern. The problem is how to select the "best" of the cost of replacement of xl by y1 and the cost of insercorrection to prevent spurious errors. This problem will also tion of Y2, and 2) the sum of the cost of insertion of y1 and arise if the pattern mapping technique is modified so-that the the cost of replacement of xl by Y2.
"best" correction is selected from the set of corrections obtained using the first "few" pattems with successful mapping Recoverv From the Failure ofPattern Mapping that have the same cost (thus the ordering of patterns with the Under some conditions the pattern-mapping error-correction same cost does not affect the selected correction).
process may fail. The first case is when there is no pattern The cost of a pattern and the distance between two strings with successful mapping. Another case is when all the correcare measured by assigning constant costs of insertion, dele-tions obtained cost "too much" (a cost limit may be set) so tion, replacement, and interchange, regardless of symbols. To that it is not feasible to use any of these corrections. Instead select the "best" correction from a set of corrections with of making a "bad" correction and facing many [20] assigns cost functions of insertion, deletion, ined and discarded until an important symbol is found. Then and replacement to symbols in an Algol subset in order to the parsing stack is erased until the important symbol can make a minimum cost change for error recovery. These cost legally follow the top of the parsing stack. This method is functions are shown in Appendix II. The cost function of fast, but it may skip a large portion of the input and leave no replacement is too simple; it allows keywords to be replaced information about the errors in the skipped substring.
by identifiers but not identifiers to be replaced by keywords. Leinius' technique [12] for error recovery does not preIt is quite often that a keyword is misspelled and recognized as specify a list of important symbols as panic mode does. an identifier by the scanner of the compiler. In our system Instead, it tries to isolate a substring in the vicinity of the the cost of replacement of one symbol by another is defined error detection point and then replace the substring with a as a function of the "distance" between these two symbols.' nonterminal. Variations of Leinius' technique are discussed Morgan [171 gives an efficient algorithm to determine in [8] , [101, [16] , [20] ,and [21] whether the distance between two symbols is one, i.e., the de-A new error recovery technique was implemented in our sysletion of one character, insertion of one character, replace-tem to recover from the failure of pattern mapping, which is ment of one character by another, or interchange of two a combination of panic mode and Leinius' technique. In this adjacent characters is needed to make two symbols equal. It scheme, a set of important symbols is constructed and used to has been shown that approximately 80 percent of all spelling determine the right end of the skipped substring. Then a errors fall into the above categories. Morgan's algorithm was nonterminal is used to replace the skipped substring. the size of PREC(b) is very small, then b is considered imporIn our system the operation of interchanging two adjacent tant because when b is encountered, we know to which nonsymbols is permitted and its cost is set to 2 for all symbols. terminal the skipped substring before b may be reduced. The
Since different costs are assigned to different symbols and the computation of PREC(b) is very easy. For simple precedence operation of interchanging symbols is allowed, none of the parsers, PREC(b) consists of nonterminals A such that A < b or algorithms given in [141, [25] , and [26] can be applied to A -b. For LR parsers, PREC(b) consists of nonterminals which are entering symbols of the states which accept b, i.e., for any A E PREC(b), there exists a state S such that S is entered 6If lookahead is required for the reduction, then assume y is followed through A and can accept b. (The entering symbol of each by the lookahead.
state is unique.)
The set of important symbols consists of terminals b with the size of PREC(b) less than or equal to some predetermined maximum value. When the process of pattem mapping correction fails, the error recovery process described below is applied.
1) Save the current stack configuration.
2) Examine and discard input symbols until one important symbol, say c, is found.
3) Erase the parsing stack until the top of the parsing stack can accept one 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Several error recovery and correction techniques have been implemented (e.g., [3] - [8] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [19] , and [21 ] ), but few experimental results have been reported. Rhodes [20] has shown two test programs with a wide variety of syntactic errors, both written in an Algol subset language. In order to make comparisons, an SLR(1) parser for the Algol subset was constructed, the process of pattern mapping correction was implemented, and test programs were run on our system.
Selection ofa List ofPatterns
For pattern mapping correction, a list of patterns must be supplied by the compiler designer. To choose patterns for error correction, we should consider how "far away" the clusters of errors are separated and how "many" errors there are in each cluster and then decide on the number of correct lookahead symbols, say k, and the maximum distance of a correction, say e. It has been shown in Section IV that given values of k and e, the list of patterns needed for minimum distance correction consists of RCL(k) patterns with cost not more than e. For k = 1 and e = 2, the number of patterns needed is ten, and for k = e =2, thirty-one (not including patterns beginning with 1). RCL(2) patterns are "better" than RCL(1) patterns because using RCL(2) patterns causes less spurious errors. However, if all RCL(2) patterns with cost 1 or 2 are used, the error correction process is timeconsuming.
In our system, it is assumed that k = e = 2 with the restriction that the lengths of the substrings to be replaced and their replacements are at most 4. Thus, the set T of RCL(2) patterns Pm,n with cost(Pm,n) < 2 and m, n < 4 is chosen for pattem mapping correction, which consists of the following 11 patterns: 23, 012, 023, 21 34, 34, 034, 0012, 0023, 0 0 3 4, 0 1 3 4, and 2 0 3 4. Note that there exist different lists of pattems in T ranked in ascending order of their costs, for T consists of four patterns with cost 1 and seven patterns with cost 2. The problem is how to select the "best" list of patterns for correction.
Using a sample program containing errors, the "goodness" of a list L of patterns is measured as follows: d) The detected error is corrected by the minimum cost correction obtained using the first pattern of L with successful mapping.
Thus, the "goodness" of L indicates the possibility that a minimum cost correction obtained using the first pattern with successful mapping is a minimum cost correction obtained using all patterns in L. Note that the cost of a correction is computed on the basis of the cost functions discussed in Section V. Hence, the "goodness" of L can be viewed as a measure of "consistency" between L and the cost functions.
Different lists of patterns in T were used to correct errors in a sizable Algol program given by Rhodes [20] . It turns out that the following list L' of patterns 2 1 3 4, 0 1 2, 2 3, 0 2 3, 001 2,01 34,2034,0023,34,034, and 0034 hasa very high value of "goodness" (45/51). The patterns in L' are ranked in increasing cost, within the same cost in decreasing number of insertions, within the same number of insertions in decreasing number of deletions. L' is "consistent" with the cost functions discussed in Section V because the average cost of insertion is less than that of deletion and the latter is less than that of replacement.
The experimental results presented in the rest of this section is based on L'. For each detected error, the minimum cost correction obtained using the first pattern of L' with successful mapping is used to correct the error. If no pattern with successful mapping is found in L', the error recovery technique discussed in Section V is applied (the set of important symbols consists of terminals b with the size of PREC(b) between 1 and 3, inclusive).
Examples
Fig . 2 contains a program segment run on our system. In order to illustrate how patterns in L' are used to make corrections, the program segment contains 11 errors so that each of the 11 patterns in L' is the first pattern with successful mapping for correcting one of these errors. For each detected error, interchange ";" and ")" delete ")" and";"
The sample program used by Graham and Rhodes [8] was run on our system (see Fig. 3 ). The corrections made in the program are identical to those made by using Graham and Rhodes' error recovery technique, except corrections for errors (2) and (3) .
In Graham and Rhodes' method, after error (2) is detected, a forward move is performed by parsing the following input until then is encountered. Based on the "reduced" right context obtained in the forward move, the recovery action is to insert if between uP: and I. This recovery action is exactly what a human reader would do. Moreover, it will not cause an error between 4 and then.
In our error correction system, each error is corrected by examining the next four input symbols and making changes on them. The correction action for error (2) is to insert := between I and +. This correction does not cause any error in + J > K + L * 4, but results in error (3) between 4 and then.
Since none of the 11 patterns used in our system is a pattem with successful mapping for error (3) , the error recovery technique discussed in Section V is applied. The recovery action is to replace <statement> then with <if-then-cl> (<statement> was obtained by parsing after the correction of error (2)). This ***ERROR ( 7) Admittedly, these statistics are subjective. However, they do indicate that the performance of our pattem mapping correction process is at least "good." For each of the 11 patterns used in our system, say P, the number of errors in the test program for which P is the first pattern with successful mapping (f(P)), the number of errors for which P is a pattern with successful mapping (m(P)), and the average number of different corrections obtained using P (c(P)) are as follows: [6] ). Another solution is to recover previous parsing configurations by examining the contents of the parsing stack. In [24] the recovery of parsing configurations for LR parsers without reprocessing the parsed input is discussed.
Another drawback in our pattern mapping correction process is the bounded length of lookahead. This drawback may be overcome by permitting nonterminals as well as terminals to appear in the substrings to be replaced and their replacements. In order to provide unbounded lookahead, the correction process must be able to gather "condensed" right context as Graham and Rhodes' technique does. How to modify LR parsers to allow them to parse the input after the error detection point is discussed in [5] and [191. "Minimum distance correction with k correct lookahead symbols" has been shown to be a practical criterion for error correction. There also exist other correction criteria which can be met by using pattern mapping. One criterion, for example, could be that for any (local) minimum distance correction, the number of correct lookahead symbols is equal to the distance of the correction (assuming WI = WD = WC = Ws = 1); it is based on the idea that more correct lookahead symbols should be required for corrections with larger distance to prevent spurious errors. This criterion can be met by using patterns in RCL(1,1), RCL(2,2), ---, and RCL(e,e), where e is the maximum distance of a correction.
Muth and Tharp [18] develop an automatic method for correcting spelling and typing errors from teletypewriter keyboard input. Test results indicate that their approach has the highest error correction accuracy to date without loss of efficiency. The way their method corrects errors is equivalent to the pattern mapping technique using the following list of RCL (2) 
